Applying linear mixed models to estimate reliability in clinical trial data with repeated measurements.
Repeated measures are exploited to study reliability in the context of psychiatric health sciences. It is shown how test-retest reliability can be derived using linear mixed models when the scale is continuous or quasi-continuous. The advantage of this approach is that the full modeling power of mixed models can be used. Repeated measures with a different mean structure can be used to usefully study reliability, correction for covariate effects is possible, and a complicated variance-covariance structure between measurements is allowed. In case the variance structure reduces to a random intercept (compound symmetry), classical methods are recovered. With more complex variance structures (e.g., including random slopes of time and/or serial correlation), time-dependent reliability functions are obtained. The methodology is motivated by and applied to data from five double-blind randomized clinical trials comparing the effects of risperidone to conventional antipsychotic agents for the treatment of chronic schizophrenia. Model assumptions are investigated through residual plots and by investigating the effect of influential observations.